
POWERPOINT 2000 - Project Three Review

True/False

_____ You can use the thesaurus, readability statistics, and other tools available in Microsoft Word to help develop an effective outline before importing that outline into your slide show.

_____ Documents saved as plain text files maintain their text attributes and outline heading levels when they are opened in PowerPoint.

_____ When you import an outline into PowerPoint, each major heading in your outline becomes a title slide, and subheadings become a bulleted list.

_____ PowerPoint cannot produce slides from an outline created in Microsoft Word or another word processing program unless the outline was saved in HTML format.

_____ The advantage of importing into PowerPoint an outline saved as a Microsoft Word document is that text attributes and outline heading levels are maintained.

_____ When PowerPoint opens a file created in Microsoft Word or a presentation graphics program, it picks up the outline structure from the styles used in the file.

_____ When you import an outline, all outline levels six through nine are preserved as distinct outline levels.

_____ A file saved as a Text Only file in Microsoft Word is saved without formatting.

_____ You can only change a design template at the point of creating a new presentation.

_____ Slide attributes do not change when you select a different design template.

_____ You can specify an exact percentage for an object's height and width in PowerPoint.

_____ A pixel is the smallest element that print hardware and software can manipulate in creating letters, numbers, or graphics.

_____ Bitmap graphics are created by digital cameras or in paint programs such as Microsoft Paint.

_____ Bitmap files can be manipulated in an imaging program such as Microsoft Photo Editor.

_____ Graphic filters are installed with the initial PowerPoint installation or can be added later by running the Setup program. 

_____ Vector graphic files store data either as picture descriptions or clusters of pixels.

_____ Vector files cannot be ungrouped and manipulated by their component objects.

_____ Bitmap files can be ungrouped and converted to smaller PowerPoint object groups.

_____ When you customize the background, the design template text attributes remain the same, but the slide background changes.

_____ Audience members have difficulty reading text typed with all uppercase letters and often have to review the slide a second time to comprehend the message.

_____ Typically, you would use an organization chart to show the structure of people or departments within an organization.

_____ When you open Microsoft Organization Chart, its menus, buttons, and tools are available to you in a pane apart from the PowerPoint window.

_____ When a lower-level subordinate box is added to a higher-level subordinate box, the higher-level subordinate box becomes the manager of the lower-level subordinate box. 

_____ A subordinate box can have up to four managers.

_____ When Microsoft Organization Chart becomes active, the first line in the root manager box is selected.

_____ The process of adding a title to a subordinate box is the same as adding the title to the root manager box except that first you must select the subordinate box. 

_____ When you want to add several subordinate boxes, you can click the Subordinate box tool once for each box you want to add to the organization chart.

_____ In an organization chart, the brackets under a box name indicates that the box label is mandatory.

_____ The top set of styles in the Styles menu changes the arrangement of boxes in a group in an organization chart.

_____ If you select an incorrect style or want to return to the previous style in an organization chart, you can click the Restore Chart command on the File menu.

_____ To paste simultaneously multiple items stored on the Clipboard, click the area where you want these items to display and then click Paste all on the Clipboard toolbar.

_____ The default border style in a PowerPoint table is no line.

_____ The Tables and Borders toolbar displays when you insert a table.

_____ You can press the F1 key to advance to the next cell in a table.

_____ A thin border draws more attention than a thick border, and cool colors, such as green or violet, draw more attention than warm colors, such as red and yellow.

_____ You can change the font type, size, or style at any time while a table is selected.

_____ Line color determines the color of the line that forms the border of a table.

_____ To draw the attention of the audience to a table, you can add color to the lines of the border.

_____ The design template establishes the attributes of the title master and the slide master.

_____ Disassembling a clip art picture also is called digitizing.

_____ Even after a clip art picture has been ungrouped it retains its link to the Microsoft Clip Gallery.

_____ The Object type box in the Insert Object dialog box identifies the types of objects you can combine with a clip art picture.

_____ You always can find a clip art picture that precisely illustrates your topic.

_____ When the mouse pointer is on a selection rectangle, the mouse pointer displays as a two-headed arrow.

_____ The Picture toolbar contains buttons and menus that allow you to perform frequent picture formatting functions more quickly than when using the menu bar.

_____ When you ungroup a clip art picture, PowerPoint breaks it into its component objects.

_____ A clip art picture only can be ungrouped once.

_____ A clip art picture may be composed of a few individual objects or several complex groups of objects.


_____ Dragging or scaling affects only a selected object, not the entire collection of objects.

_____ Because a clip art picture is a collection of complex groups of objects, you may need to ungroup a complex object into less complex objects before being able to modify a specific object.

Short Answer 

Text originating in word processing programs that is to be imported into PowerPoint should be saved in __________.

You can create a presentation using an existing outline when you select __________ from the Files of type box in the Open dialog box.

Imported outlines can contain up to __________ outline levels.

PowerPoint outlines are limited to __________ levels.

PowerPoint allows you to customize the __________ of a background.

To select an AutoLayout from the Slide Layout dialog box, you can type the AutoLayout number of one of the 24 AutoLayouts and then press the __________ key.

AutoLayouts include areas for __________.

Pictures in PowerPoint usually are saved in __________ format.

__________ pictures are bitmap pictures with jagged edges caused by the individual pixels that create the picture.

Bitmap graphics also are known as __________ images.


Pictures in the Microsoft Clip Gallery that have the file extension __________ are examples of bitmap graphic files.

Vector graphics are created as a collection of __________.

Because vector graphics objects are described mathematically, they can be __________ with relative ease.

Vector files in the Microsoft Clip Gallery have the file extension ___________.

The __________ AutoLayout uses default bullet characters.

PowerPoint contains a supplementary application called Microsoft __________ that allows you to create an organization chart.

Microsoft Organization Chart is a(n) __________ application.

In an organization chart, a __________ box has one or more subordinates.

Microsoft Organization Chart allows you to add __________ boxes to a chart.

If the Subordinate box tool is recessed and you decide not to add subordinate boxes, you can deselect the Subordinate box tool by pressing the __________ key.

To add a single subordinate box, click the Subordinate __________ and then click the box on the organization chart to which the subordinate reports.

If you select an incorrect box style or want to return to the previous style after selecting a style, you can press __________.

The Clipboard allows you to copy up to __________ items and then paste any number of these items on your slides or in another Office application.

When you click the __________ button arrow on the Tables and Borders or Drawing toolbar, a list displays line color options.

Disassembling __________ objects eliminates the embedding data or linking information the object contains that ties it back to the original source.

Microsoft Word files use the __________ extension in their file names.

Plain text files use the __________ extension in their file names.

__________ templates format the look of your presentation; they can be changed any time you want to change the appearance of your presentation.

When you import an outline to create a presentation, PowerPoint assumes the text is __________ text.

To select an AutoLayout from the Slide Layout dialog box, you can type the AutoLayout number and then click the __________ button.

A(n) __________ is any graphic created in another application.

Pixel is short for __________.

Bitmap graphics can be produced from __________ art, pictures, or photographs (i.e., passing the artwork through a scanner).

A(n) __________ is a hardware device that converts lines and shading into combinations of the binary digits 0 and 1 by sensing different intensities of light and dark.

A(n) __________ signal is the conversion of input, such as the lines in a drawing, into a series of discrete units represented by the binary digits 0 and 1.

A(n) __________ graphic is a piece of art that has been created by a drawing program such as CorelDRAW or Adobe Illustrator.

Vector graphics also are known as __________ pictures.

PowerPoint allows you to insert vector files because it uses graphic __________ to convert the various graphic formats into a format PowerPoint can use.


The topmost manager in an organization chart is called the __________ manager.

Each box type (e.g., Subordinate, Manager) in Microsoft Organization Chart has a corresponding box tool on the Microsoft Organization Chart window __________ bar.

If the Subordinate box tool is recessed and you decide not to add subordinate boxes, you can deselect the Subordinate box tool by clicking the __________ box tool on the Microsoft Organization Chart window icon bar.

Press and hold the __________ key to select multiple boxes in an organization chart.

The __________ menu in Microsoft Organization Chart allows you to change the arrangement of boxes in your chart.

When you work with a whole section of an organization chart, it is referred to as working with a(n) __________, or an appendage, of the chart.

When you copy text or an object, it is stored on the Office __________.

The __________ command allows you to enlarge or reduce an organization chart object by precise amounts while retaining the object's original proportions.

You __________ a table to emphasize certain entries and to make it easier to read and understand.

A(n) __________ is the visible line around the edge of an object.

A line's __________ determines the line's thickness and the appearance of the border.

A clip art __________ is composed of many objects grouped together to form one object.

__________ a clip art picture, also called ungrouping, separates one object into multiple objects.

When you ungroup a clip art picture in PowerPoint, it becomes a PowerPoint __________ and loses its link to the Microsoft Clip Gallery.

A(n) __________ rectangle is the box framed by the sizing handles when an image is selected.

The __________ toolbar displays once you have inserted a clip art picture.
To regroup individual objects, select all the objects, click the Draw button on the Drawing toolbar, and then click __________.

Before you can manipulate an individual object, you must __________ all selected objects to remove the selection rectangles, and then you must select the object you want to manipulate.

